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Abstract. When NOx is introduced to organic emissions,

aerosol production is sometimes, but not always, reduced.

Under certain conditions, these interactions will instead

increase aerosol concentrations. We expanded the two-

dimensional volatility basis set (2D-VBS) to include the ef-

fects of NOx on aerosol formation. This includes the for-

mation of organonitrates, where the addition of a nitrate

group contributes to a decrease of 2.5 orders of magnitude

in volatility. With this refinement, we model outputs from

experimental results, such as the atomic N : C ratio, organon-

itrate mass, and nitrate fragments in Aerosol Mass Spectrom-

eter (AMS) measurements. We also discuss the mathemati-

cal methods underlying the implementation of the 2D-VBS

and provide the complete code in the Supplement. A devel-

oper version is available on Bitbucket, an online community

repository.

1 Introduction

Aerosols, or particulate matter (PM), cause numerous car-

diovascular and respiratory diseases, and chronic exposure to

high concentrations can significantly reduce life expectancy

(Dockery et al., 1993; Peng et al., 2005; Pope et al., 2009).

Particles smaller than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) directly con-

tribute to respiratory- and cardiovascular-related deaths. This

is most concerning in major cities where air pollution can

reach extremely hazardous levels. In addition, PM affects

ecosystems and the atmosphere, exerting significant direct

and indirect forces on climate. Direct forcing comes from

the scattering or absorption of solar radiation by aerosols. In-

direct forcing comes from the scattering of solar radiation by

clouds, which is in turn controlled by hydrophilic particles

known as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Seinfeld and

Pandis, 2006). In order to track the production of aerosols,

models predict the interactions between emissions from var-

ious sources and their effects on the formation of PM.

PM2.5 consists of a rich mixture including both inor-

ganic and organic compounds, commonly found within in-

dividual particles. Inorganics include sodium chloride (from

sea spray); sulfate (mostly from coal combustion); nitrate

(mostly from high-temperature combustion); ammonium

(from animal husbandry); elemental carbon (from combus-

tion of organic fuels); and trace metals such as nickel and

manganese. Organics comprise 20–50 % of PM2.5 mass in

the continental midlatitudes and as much as 90 % in trop-

ical forests (Andreae and Crutzen, 1997; Kanakidou et al.,

2005). The organics are called organic aerosol (OA), and,

while the inorganics consist of a relatively small set of com-

pounds, OA consists of a rich mixture containing many thou-

sands of different individual organic compounds (Goldstein

and Galbally, 2007; Kroll et al., 2011).

OA comes from biogenic (naturally occurring) and

anthropogenic (human-related) sources. Biomass burning

(BBOA) is the largest contributor to OA worldwide (Bond

et al., 2004). Some BBOA comes from natural carbon

(woodsmoke), but the combustion is largely associated with

human activity, and so BBOA is classified as anthropogenic.

Overall, OA comprises roughly 10 % of the total flux of or-

ganic carbon into (or out of) the atmosphere (Goldstein and

Galbally, 2007; Hallquist et al., 2009); thus only a fraction of

organic compounds have the right properties to reside in the

condensed phase. The requisite property is a low volatility

(Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 2011, 2014); to stay in the

organic phase under typical conditions, an organic molecule
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must have a vapor pressure lower than roughly 10−10 atm

(10−5 Pa, C∗ < 1 µg m−3) (Donahue et al., 2011).

OA is also classified as primary or secondary (Murphy

et al., 2014; Cronn et al., 1977; Turpin and Huntzicker,

1995). Primary organic aerosols (POAs) are directly emit-

ted into the atmosphere on particles and are largely from an-

thropogenic sources such as automobile exhaust and biomass

burning. Secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) are formed

when chemical reactions cause condensation of organic com-

pounds from the gas phase. Oxidants include ozone, hy-

droxyl (OH q) radicals, and nitrate (NO3) radicals (Turpin

et al., 2000), and oxidation can occur in the gas phase (Pan-

dis et al., 1991) or in the aqueous phase (Turpin et al., 2000).

Oxidation can add functional groups to an organic backbone

(functionalization), forming products with a lowered volatil-

ity; however, oxidation can also lead to C–C bond cleav-

age (fragmentation), often forming products with an elevated

volatility (Kroll et al., 2011; Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010). In

addition, association reactions between relatively volatile re-

action products can lead to higher-molecular-weight, lower-

vapor-pressure products (oligomers) (Kalberer et al., 2004).

Oxidation of an organic compound, even one generation,

generally forms many products, each with a different volatil-

ity (Atkinson et al., 1997; Aumont et al., 2005; Lim and Zie-

mann, 2009). Thus SOA production has been described in

terms of a volatility distribution of reaction products (Odum

et al., 1996; Presto and Donahue, 2006; Donahue et al.,

2012a). However, this also means that the oxidation products

(and thus volatility distribution and overall SOA mass yields)

often depend strongly on ambient conditions. The dominant

oxidant can have a large effect (OH vs. ozone during the day,

NO3 vs. ozone at night), but so can the organic radical chem-

istry following the initial oxidation step.

One notable source of variability in SOA mass yields is the

NOx level (Presto and Donahue, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006;

Ng et al., 2007; Logan et al., 1981; Thompson and Cicerone,

1982). NOx (NO and NO2) can react with organic radicals

to change the product distribution from oxidation reactions

(Atkinson et al., 1997). NOx is most commonly formed un-

der high-temperature conditions such as combustion; NOx
concentrations range from 10–1000 ppb in urban areas to

10 ppt in remote regions (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006), and so

NOx is one of the most highly variable reactive trace species

in the atmosphere and also one of the most potent indica-

tions of human activity. Because NOx can alter the oxidation

chemistry of organic compounds, even biogenic organic pre-

cursors (e.g., isoprene and terpenes) may in fact form “an-

thropogenically enhanced” SOA if the SOA mass yields are

in some way enhanced by the presence of NOx .

There is evidence that a large source of SOA associated

with CO emissions (and thus presumably anthropogenic ac-

tivity) is required to explain global surface OA observations

(de Gouw and Jimenez, 2009; Spracklen et al., 2011). At the

same time, a large fraction of OA appears to consist of mod-

ern carbon (containing 14C) (Weber et al., 2007; Aiken et al.,

2010; Minguillón et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). This has

led to speculation that interactions between biogenic precur-

sors and urban plumes – possibly NOx – may be responsible

for the anthropogenic enhancement (Shilling et al., 2013). If

so, the dramatic decline in NOx levels in the southeast United

States over the past decade (Russell et al., 2012) might be as-

sociated with a corresponding decrease in anthropogenically

enhanced SOA.

Tracking any NOx effect is thus extremely important. If

changed product distributions (and thus SOA mass yields)

were the sole effect of increased NOx , then the NOx influ-

ence could be dealt with easily by adjusting SOA mass yields

based on NOx levels (Presto and Donahue, 2006; Lane et al.,

2008a). However, if there is a reason to track specific prod-

ucts, or if the subsequent, later-generation chemistry of the

reaction products also differs substantially under high- and

low-NOx conditions, then simply adjusting mass yields will

not suffice. In the case of NOx , both of these conditions ap-

ply: there is strong evidence that the aging chemistry of SOA

depends on its composition (Zhang et al., 2006; Henry and

Donahue, 2012) and also that organonitrates produced under

high-NOx conditions are independently measured as a diag-

nostic of ambient aging conditions.

High organonitrate concentrations are typically found in

areas with high NOx levels (Garnes and Allen, 2002; My-

lonas et al., 1991). The addition of a nitrate functional group

to a carbon backbone reduces volatility by ∼ 2.5 orders of

magnitude (Pankow and Asher, 2008), potentially contribut-

ing to SOA formation as a result. Organonitrates can be iden-

tified on filter samples by characteristic absorption features

using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR; Rus-

sell et al., 2011) and also in bulk mass spectra from the

Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS, Aerodyne Inc.) (Zhang

et al., 2006; Farmer et al., 2010). Detection in the AMS

is challenging because organonitrates fragment almost com-

pletely to give NO+ (m/z= 30) and NO+2 (m/z= 46). The

same fragments arise from (often much more abundant) in-

organic nitrate; however, the fragment signal ratio (30 : 46)

can be indicative of organonitrates and is quite distinct from

ammonium nitrate (Farmer et al., 2010).

Depending on the carbon chain length, organonitrates

can have a gas-phase atmospheric lifetime ranging from

days to months, and thus drive long-range NOx transport

into remote marine regions (Atherton, 1989). Higher-carbon-

number organonitrates will partition to the condensed phase

(Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012). Organonitrates have been

found in aerosol samples at numerous sites across North

America (Russell et al., 2011). In particular, high concen-

trations of organonitrates have been observed in California

and Texas (Garnes and Allen, 2002; Day et al., 2010). AMS

data from photooxidation of α-pinene, limonene, and longi-

folene under high-NOx conditions show mass fragments

corresponding to the formation of organonitrates (Zhang

et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007). In some field observations,

roughly 10–20 % of the organic aerosol mass is comprised of
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organonitrates; however, organonitrates are not always found

in urban areas even in high-NOx conditions. Field data from

Pittsburgh and the US east coast revealed low concentrations

of aerosol organonitrates (Wittig et al., 2004; Russell et al.,

2011). This may be due to the hydrolysis of organonitrates,

where water reacts in the condensed phase with the nitrate

group to form an alcohol and nitric acid (inorganic nitrate)

(Liu et al., 2012). The change in the functional group likely

has little effect on the volatility of the compound; the -OH

functional group replacing the -ONO2 group has about the

same effect on volatility (Pankow and Asher, 2008).

During daytime, organonitrates are formed through reac-

tions of NO with organic peroxy radicals (RO2
q). As NOx

concentrations rise, progressively more RO2
q react with NO

instead of RO2
q or HO2

q. The reaction with NO produces

an intermediate product, ROONO, that can either decompose

into an alkoxy radical (RO q and NO2) or isomerize to form an

organonitrate (RONO2) (Atkinson et al., 1997; Zhang et al.,

2004). The alkoxy radicals will further react, either form-

ing stable organics that are more functionalized or fragment-

ing to produce lower carbon-number products. Organonitrate

yields from ROONO rise with carbon number and decreasing

temperature and vary somewhat with structure, reaching an

asymptotic limit of roughly 0.3 at 300 K for most compounds

relevant to SOA formation (Atkinson and Arey, 2003; Zie-

mann and Atkinson, 2012). Alkyl nitrates for species with

> 20 carbons are predominantly in the particle phase (Lim

and Ziemann, 2009). High-NOx products differ from low-

NOx products; this can lead to comparatively higher or lower

SOA concentrations (Presto et al., 2005; Kroll et al., 2006;

Ng et al., 2007).

During nighttime, organonitrates are formed through reac-

tions of NO3 with unsaturated organic precursors (Crowley

et al., 2011; Rollins et al., 2009). This reaction can produce

organonitrates on the same magnitude as daytime organoni-

trate formation (Fry et al., 2013). However, the concentration

profile of NO3 is not well understood and can vary widely de-

pending on boundary layer conditions (He et al., 2014; Fry

et al., 2013). Daytime NO3 rapidly undergoes photolysis or

reacts with NO to form NO2 and is thus typically unable to

form organonitrates in the presence of light. Product distribu-

tions for NO3 + VOC reactions have not been developed for

the 2D-VBS, but its contribution to organonitrate production

can eventually be incorporated within the current framework.

2 Background

2.1 Volatility basis set

The complexity of OA partitioning and the vast number of

reaction products motivated the volatility basis set (VBS).

The original (one-dimensional) VBS was designed to rep-

resent partitioning and aging by lumping organic molecules

only by volatility, in bins separated by an order of magnitude

(at 300 K) in a logarithmic volatility space (Donahue et al.,

2006). In principle the 1D-VBS can be implemented with as

few as four transportable species (a single four-bin VBS with

C∗= [1, 10, 100, 1000] µg m−3) at the cost of losing all in-

formation about the source of the SOA. SOA models that

retain information (e.g., biogenic vs. anthropogenic SOA)

have correspondingly more transportable species; Lane et al.

(2008a) retained four VBS bins for each SOA precursor

source. Other 1D-VBS implementations have used a wider

volatility range, for example transporting seven species with

0.01≤C∗≤ 10 000 for SOA formed via oxidation of evapo-

rated primary emissions (Shrivastava et al., 2008).

Aging schemes within the 1D-VBS employ a single cou-

pling matrix (Donahue et al., 2006) that can vary with ambi-

ent conditions to represent changes in chemistry (Lane et al.,

2008a). However, individual VBS bins can include such dif-

ferent species as C23H48 (tricosane) and C6H10O5 (levoglu-

cosan). There is good reason to believe that the chemistry of

these species is quite different – most notably, fragmentation

is likely to become more important with increasing oxygena-

tion (Kroll et al., 2009, 2011). Furthermore, the degree of ox-

idation is an important diagnostic of ambient (Zhang et al.,

2007; Jimenez et al., 2009) and chamber (Shilling et al.,

2009; Chen et al., 2011) OA measurements. While fragmen-

tation is described in the original 1D-VBS implementation

(Donahue et al., 2006), the oxygen content is not tracked,

cannot be used as a diagnostic, and cannot inform the aging

chemistry.

The 2D-VBS adds a second dimension of oxy-

genation (O : C) or average carbon oxidation state

(OSC= 2O : C−H : C) (Donahue et al., 2011; Donahue

et al., 2012a). It was developed to capture these important

defining properties of OA and track and predict changes over

time.

The volatility and OSC of organic material are represented

explicitly and evolve with aging chemistry, enabling ex-

plicit description of the production and evolution of SOA

over time. In addition, rate constants for reactions with

OH radicals are assigned based on typical chemical struc-

tures throughout the two-dimensional space (Donahue et al.,

2013). While adding complexity, this expanded representa-

tion enables much more systematic exploration of differ-

ent aging mechanisms in both box models (Donahue et al.,

2012a) and Lagrangian chemical transport models (Murphy

et al., 2012). It does not, however, enable explicit tracking of

product categories such as organonitrates.

Here we describe a refinement to the 2D-VBS by intro-

ducing layers to hold key product classes – organonitrates

in this case. This allows us to more accurately account for

the effect of NOx on the production and evolution of SOA

and to capture a more complete picture of organic aging

by incorporating the production and removal of organoni-

trates. The model replicates experimental data on the effect

of NOx , where high-NOx conditions increase SOA forma-

tion for certain precursors (longifolene) and decrease in oth-
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ers (α-pinene) (Presto et al., 2005; Pathak et al., 2007; Kroll

et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007).

Mathematically, all implementations of the VBS are for-

mally one-dimensional: an array of species is connected via a

chemical coupling matrix that describes transformations due

to aging reactions. However, the physical properties repre-

sented by that array of species can be cast into multiple di-

mensions – volatility, oxidation state, and now levels of key

molecular classes. As part of the Supplement for this paper

we have released a full implementation of the VBS, coded

in MATLAB, providing full graphical diagnostics, access to

the different levels of complexity (1-D, 2-D, layered), and in-

structions for alteration and expansion (e.g. changing volatil-

ity or oxidation state ranges, adding layers). In addition, more

recent and updated versions of the code are stored in the on-

line repository Bitbucket; instructions are detailed within the

Supplement.

2.2 Mathematical overview

The 2D-VBS follows the movement of carbon mass through-

out the volatility and OSC space by modeling the basic ag-

ing processes of functionalization and fragmentation. Func-

tionalization adds functional groups, producing more ox-

idized organics that have lower volatility than the parent

compound. Fragmentation splits the carbon backbone of an

oxidized compound, producing two smaller compounds of

higher volatility and generally higher OSC (Donahue et al.,

2012a). The 2D-VBS implements these aging processes as a

series of matrix manipulations.

While the 2D-VBS is typically presented as a two-

dimensional space, it is implemented as a one-dimensional

concentration vector in the code.

The mass of carbon (Cv,o) per cubic meter (µg m−3) is de-

scribed in each cell (v,o), where v is the volatility (x) index

and o is the oxidation (y) index. This can be transformed into

a single row vector C with n elements, or cells, n= v×o. The

transformation method concatenates the rows (the volatilities

of each O : C) together:C1,1 . . . Cx,1
...

. . .
...

C1,y . . . Cx,y

 (1)

→
[
C1,1. . .Cx,1C1,2. . .Cx,2. . .C1,y . . .Cx,y

]
.

The addition of dimensions, such as organonitrates, is im-

plemented the same way by extending the one-dimensional

array to track these compounds.

Chemical reactions can then be represented as transfor-

mations from an initial cell i to all potential final cells f ;

each transformation T is a column vector of length n, with∑
f Tf = 1 (the transformations conserve carbon). The n

transformation vectors for each initial cell i can then be

concatenated to form an n× n transformation matrix, T=

[T 1. . .T n]. The overall chemical transformation is then given

by C T.

The rate at which components react with OH (or any other

oxidant) depends on their composition. Molecules with more

carbons typically have more hydrogens available for abstrac-

tion reactions. Additionally, the more oxygens a molecule

has, the more it is destabilized, and the more likely it will

react (Kwok and Atkinson, 1995). However, when enough

functional groups become attached to the carbon backbone,

the remaining hydrogen atoms are typically less reactive, and

so reactivity decreases. A composition–activity relationship

from Donahue et al. (2013) accounts for these factors and is

used to approximate rate constants gas-phase reactivity for

each cell in the VBS. These values form a gas-phase reactiv-

ity vector, kvap:

kvap
' (2)

1.2× 10−12(nC+ 9nO− 10(O : C)2)cm3 molec−1 s−1,

where nC and nO correspond to the number of carbon and

oxygen atoms, respectively.

We also parametrize the chemistry following the initial re-

action with OH. The probabilities of fragmentation and func-

tionalization are represented by vectors f frag and f func, re-

spectively, where f frag = (O : C)n and f func
= 1−f frag. The

formula for the potential for fragmentation is determined by

the higher likelihood of fragmentation when a molecule is

highly oxidized, because of the destabilizing effect of func-

tional groups on the carbon backbone. The exponent, n, ex-

presses the strength of fragmentation reactions, and is cur-

rently estimated to be 1/4 (Donahue et al., 2012b).

Functionalization kernels are created using a distribution

based on the degree of oxidation of the compound. The ker-

nel is defined in terms of a probability distribution for added

oxygen and decreased volatility (Donahue et al., 2012b).

That distribution is then mapped onto the Co, O : C space

to form a functionalization transformation array. For each

volatility cell i, functionalization (T func
i ) distributes carbon

mass throughout the n VBS cells.

Fragmentation kernels describe the distribution of organic

material throughout (mostly) higher-volatility bins and O : C

following cleavage of the carbon backbone. Some fragmen-

tation products are molecules and some are radicals, which

in turn are rapidly functionalized; the fragmentation kernel

describes the ultimate distribution of stable products from

this process and thus distributes carbon over a much wider

range of the VBS than functionalization (Donahue et al.,

2012b). The overall transformation vector T i is found for

functionalization and fragmentation by combining the two

processes together: T i = f
frag

i ·T
frag

i +f func
i ·T func

i . Also,∑n
f=1Ti,f = 1, meaning carbon mass is conserved. Concate-

nated over all columns, i = 1. . .n, the transformations form

the transformation matrix T. The aging process is then ex-
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pressed as

∂C

∂t
= kvap

· [OH] ·C (T− I) . (3)

This can be modeled with differential solvers in MATLAB.

The transformations just described apply to species in

the vapor phase. The VBS separately tracks vapor (Cvap)

and condensed (Ccond) phase concentrations. For the con-

densed phase, the OH rate constant is specified as an ef-

fective gas-phase rate constant, keff
i , which is determined by

the diffusion-limited uptake of gas-phase OH by particles,

based on the Fuchs corrected surface area of a given parti-

cle size distribution (Donahue et al., 2013). We generally as-

sume this is independent of composition and that OH reacts

with unit efficiency once it reaches the surface of a particle.

Lacking other constraints, we assume that f func and f frag are

the same in the gas and condensed phases, so T vap
= T cond;

however, it is likely that even the functionalization and frag-

mentation kernels differ in the gas and condensed phases,

so we anticipate that future refinements will remove this as-

sumption.

Additional details on the distribution of material through-

out the VBS may be found in Donahue et al. (2012b) and

Murphy et al. (2012).

2.3 Treatment of organonitrates

The introduction of NOx to the system brings additional

chemical reactions and the potential to form organonitrates

through the functionalization process. Organonitrates are ac-

counted for in a separate layer of the 2D-VBS, called the

“N1” layer for the inclusion of an atomic nitrogen. The ad-

dition of a nitrate group decreases the volatility by ∼2.5 or-

ders of magnitude (Pankow and Asher, 2008) and increases

the number of oxygens attached to the carbon backbone by 1

(the other oxygen atoms and the nitrogen constitute an NO2

group).

This has the potential to produce high concentrations of

organonitrates in the condensed phase because of the large

decrease in the volatility of the product compared to the re-

actant.

The formation of an organonitrate involves two branch

points. The first is the probability (1−β) that RO2 will react

with NO; the second is the yield, η, of organonitrates from

RO2+NO. The nitrate yield η rises with increasing carbon

number (Arey et al., 2001; Yeh and Ziemann, 2014) and de-

pends on the functionality of the RO2 (Lim and Ziemann,

2009; Elrod, 2011); however, for organics large enough to

partition to the condensed phase, η is at an asymptotic limit,

and we assume a homogeneous distribution of RO2 structures

within any given VBS cell. We thus assume that η = 0.30 in

all cases. Various ways of estimating β are possible, such as

from the VOC : NOx ratios obtainable in experimental data

(Presto et al., 2005) to the comparison of the rates of reaction

between RO2+NO and RO2+HO2 (Lane et al., 2008b). In

this work, we will simply vary β parametrically.

There are now three different transformation pathways for

organics in the N0 (non-organonitrate) layer: they can frag-

ment, functionalize without forming organonitrates, or form

organonitrates. As a simplification, we assume that there are

two pathways for organonitrates in the N1 layer: they can

fragment by eliminating the NO2 group and return to the N0

layer, or they can functionalize and remain in the N1 layer.

Also as a simplification we assume that dinitrates with 2-

ONO2 functional groups are minor products, and so we do

not add an N2 layer. The transformations for the organon-

itrate case are analogous to the non-organonitrate case, but

with expansions to accommodate the production and loss

of organonitrates. The concentration array doubles in size:

C = [CN0
CN1
], where CN0

represents all the cells in the N0

layer and CN1
represents the cells in the N1 layer. More com-

plex is the transformation matrix, which is now

T=

[
TN0→N0

TN0→N1

TN1→N0
TN1→N1

]
, (4)

where TN0→N0
represents the original functionalization and

fragmentation of the non-organonitrate layer. TN0→N1
is

the formation of an organonitrate through functionalization.

TN1→N0
is the fragmentation of an organonitrate. TN1→N1

is

the functionalization of an organonitrate. The organonitrate

(N1) layer of the 2D-VBS contains only one nitrate group,

and thus each species contains a single nitrogen atom. Be-

cause nN is constant, N : C drops as volatility decreases and

the chemical species become larger. In addition, the oxygen

attached to the carbon from the nitrate group contributes to

the O : C of the overall compound. Therefore, the O : C of

an organonitrate can never be 0. Figure 1 shows N : C for

the nitrate layer (N1) of the 2D-VBS. In the regime where

aerosols tend to form under atmospheric conditions, N : C

ranges from 0.04 to 0.3. Semi-volatile organonitrates have

N : C from around 0.05 to 0.3; extremely low volatility com-

pounds have an N : C lower than 0.2.

N : C for ambient aerosols are experimentally obtainable

through atomic mass spectroscopy. Rollins et al. (2010)

tested compounds that act as aerosol precursors in the atmo-

sphere using the AMS, and the data from elemental analy-

ses of these organic hydroxynitrates showed N : C ranging

from 0.02 to 0.1. Other experiments of SOA production from

isoprene, toluene, and naphthalene in high-NOx conditions

show N : C ranging from 0.04 to 0.08, indicating the exis-

tence of low-volatility compounds with moderate levels of

oxygenation (Chhabra et al., 2010). In addition to provid-

ing a sense of the range of N : C expected in aerosols, Fig. 1

also reveals the relationship between N : C and the size of the

molecule itself. Molecules with very small N : C actually in-

dicate high carbon content, meaning these organonitrates are,

on a per-molecule basis, contributing significant mass to the

overall organic aerosol.
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Figure 1. Atomic N : C ratio isopleths in the organonitrate layer of the 2D-VBS. The volatility space is divided into regions of organic

compounds: extremely low volatility (ELVOC), low volatility (LVOC), semi-volatile (SVOC), intermediate volatility (IVOC), and volatile

(VOC). Most organonitrate aerosols will have an N : C ratio lower than 0.2. The green line represents the single oxygen isopleth under which

no organonitrate exists, because organonitrates themselves contribute an oxygen to the O : C ratio.

2.4 Time evolution

Once the transformation matrix T has been specified for any

VBS configuration, the time evolution is trivially specified. A

final detail is that we separate vapor-phase and particle-phase

processes to treat the very different kinetics of homogeneous

and heterogeneous oxidation (Donahue et al., 2013). This

also facilitates dynamical treatments of aerosol processes

(Trump et al., 2014; Trump and Donahue, 2014). We can also

treat oligomerization within the condensed phase (Trump and

Donahue, 2014), though we shall not address that here. For-

mally, this again requires that we double the concentration

array to distinguish vapor- and condensed-phase concentra-

tions: C = [Cvap Ccond
]. The transformation matrix becomes

T=

[
Tvap 0

0 Tcond

]
. (5)

This is block diagonal because we do not treat particle micro-

physics – condensation and evaporation – at this stage. That

is left to a later step via operator splitting, whether we assume

equilibrium partitioning or specifically treat the dynamics.

The change in the mass within each cell is described by n

differential equations. For each cell i out of a total of n cells

in the VBS,

dC

dt
= COH [(k ·C)T− (k ·C)]= COH (k ·C) [T− I] , (6)

where the first term is the amount of mass that is reacted into

the cell from all other cells, and the second term is the loss

from reactions out of the cell.

Any differential equation solver can be employed to solve

Eq. (6). We currently use the approximation exp(−k1t)≈

1− k1t for small 1t .

As functionalized products shift into lower-volatility cells,

they can condense into the aerosol phase. At equilibrium this

is given by

ξi = (1+
C∗i

COA

)−1
; COA =

∑
i

C∗i ξi, (7)

where C∗ is the volatility (in µg m−3) of the compound, ξ

is the fraction of organics in the condensed phase, and COA

is the total organic aerosol mass. This is a constant balanc-

ing act – if more functionalized material with lower volatil-

ity forms and more mass condenses, some higher-volatility

products will also condense. The reverse is also true – if frag-

mentation becomes dominant and higher-volatility products

form, lower-volatility products may enter the vapor phase.

3 Results and discussion

Prior VBS model implementations have treated ozonolysis

and subsequent OH multi-generational aging of α-pinene

in chamber studies. A 2D-VBS model reproduced aerosol

mass well throughout the course of the Multiple Cham-

ber Aerosol Chemical Aging Study (MUCHACHAS) exper-

iments, which studied SOA aging under similar conditions

in four different chambers (Donahue et al., 2012b). Build-

ing upon this, the current version (v1.0 in Bitbucket) of the

2D-VBS model can also model α-pinene aging under high-

NOx conditions with both ozonolysis aging and OH aging

periods. While there are currently few high-NOx experimen-

tal data addressing multi-generational aging, mass yields of

first-generation products from ozonolysis of α-pinene are

available (Pathak et al., 2007; Presto et al., 2005). Simula-

tions for high-NOx cases are run based on these data.

In the examples shown, we run the model under ideal

chamber conditions, where there are no wall losses. A con-

centration of 100 µg m−3 of α-pinene is introduced into the

chamber. For the first 2 h, we model dark conditions with a
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Figure 2. Organic mass concentration over 2 h of dark ozonolysis

followed by 10 h of OH aging for low-NOx and high-NOx condi-

tions. The OM for non-nitrates and organonitrates plots is under

high-NOx conditions. High-NOx conditions decrease the overall

organic aerosol mass produced throughout the course of a model

run. At β = 0.15 (85 % RO2+NO), the mass concentration of

organonitrates is roughly equivalent to the mass concentration of

non-organonitrates. While the contribution of the -NO2 group itself

is small, the organonitrate compounds can comprise a significant

portion of the overall mass.

constant ozone level of 300 ppbv. The ozone reacts with the

unsaturated carbon bonds to form first-generation products.

At the end of 2 h, after all of the precursor material has been

reacted to form first-generation products, OH is introduced

into the chamber at a constant rate of 107 molecules cm−3

for 10 h. This is the equivalent of turning on the UV lights

in a chamber with a strong OH precursor such as HONO.

The continued reaction of organic compounds creates multi-

generational products, many of which are low volatility and

condense into the aerosol phase. We have taken a low- and

high-NOx case, where β = 1 and β = 0.15, respectively, and

examined the differences in aerosol production during first-

generation chemistry and subsequent multi-generation chem-

istry.

Figure 2 shows the differences in concentration of

aerosol mass produced under low- and high-NOx conditions

throughout the course of the chamber model run. During

first-generation chemistry, high-NOx conditions form very

little aerosol mass, while low-NOx conditions produce high

SOA mass. This is due to higher-volatility compounds that

are generated because of the presence of NOx , instead of

the semi-volatile compounds in the absence of NOx . When

OH aging begins at low NOx , the aerosol mass more than

doubles as volatile compounds react to form highly func-

tionalized, low-volatility species. An even more dramatic ef-

fect is seen in the OH aging of high-NOx first-generation

compounds. While most first-generation products were too

volatile to condense, subsequent aging pushed a significant

portion of these organics into the aerosol phase. Under these

model conditions, even with the dramatic increase in concen-

tration, the high-NOx condition produces less overall mass
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Figure 3. Mass of first-generation products for each cell in the

2D-VBS, from 100 µg m−3 α-pinene+ ozone at β = 0.15. (a) Total

mass of all (organonitrate and non-nitrate) organics in both the sus-

pended and vapor phases. (b) Total mass of all organics in only the

suspended phase. The suspended phase concentration axis is 2 or-

ders of magnitude smaller than the vapor phase; most of the first-

generation mass remains in the vapor phase.

during OH aging. This alternate pathway results in a sig-

nificant contribution by organonitrates to the overall aerosol

mass – organonitrates comprised nearly half of the total or-

ganic mass at one point during OH aging. While the mass

of organonitrates is significant, if the AMS were to test

this sample, it would measure only a small concentration

of N-containing mass fragments (indicated with the dashed

blue curve in the figure). In essence, these are very large

organonitrate molecules that have significant impact on over-

all aerosol mass.

The distribution of mass under high-NOx conditions offers

insight into the low mass production during first-generation

aging. Figure 3 shows the first-generation distribution (at

t = 0 of Fig. 2) of organics when β = 0.15. This distribu-

tion is based on chamber experiments by Pathak et al. (2007)

and Presto et al. (2005) of α-pinene ozonolysis under high-

NOx concentrations. Figure 3a shows the distribution of all

organics (both aerosol and vapor phase). The majority of the

organics reside in the IVOC range, which is too volatile to

condense in the typical mass loadings of the atmosphere.

Figure 3b shows the distribution of total suspended mate-

rial, comprised of both organonitrates and non-nitrates. This

mass contains more oxidized material than those in the vapor

phase and ranges from LVOC to SVOC. Compared to the
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Figure 4. The effect of peroxy-radical branching on the first-

generation secondary organic aerosol concentration, COM. The

x axis is the branching ratio for RO2 reaction (β), where β =

1 corresponds to low-NOx conditions dominated by RO2+HO2

and β = 0 corresponds to high-NOx conditions dominated by

RO2+NO. The y axis is the ratio of COM at a given value of β

to the low-NOx value. Each curve represents a different amount

of oxidized precursor, spanning 5 orders of magnitude from 102 to

106 µg m−3.

first-generation distribution in low-NOx conditions shown in

Fig. 2, the high-NOx condition produces less aerosol mass

because of the overall higher volatilities of resulting com-

pounds.

The previous figures have shown that the presence of NOx
decreases aerosol mass production for α-pinene under mod-

erate loadings. Less volatile precursors like sesquiterpenes

are affected differently by NOx . A precursor with a lower

volatility than α-pinene, such as longifolene, produces prod-

ucts with correspondingly lower volatility (Ng et al., 2007).

While first-generation distributions for these precursors are

currently lacking, we can emulate this effect by increasing

the mass loading of α-pinene instead. A precursor compound

that is an order of magnitude less volatile than α-pinene can

be modeled by an order-of-magnitude increase in mass load-

ing. Figure 4 shows a comparison of first-generation aerosol

concentration under various β and mass loadings to the mass

concentration produced under low NOx . This shows that, for

lower mass loadings of α-pinene such as 100 µg m−3, in-

creasing NOx levels decreases resultant mass. As the load-

ings increase in magnitude, the aerosol suppression effect

of NOx decreases. When loadings reach 105 µg m−3, the ef-

fect is reversed, instead producing more mass as NOx lev-

els increase. This has been shown in experimental data from

Ng et al. (2007), where longifolene exhibits higher yields

under high-NOx conditions than low-NOx conditions. Even

though the presence of NOx produces first-generation com-

pounds from longifolene that are higher in volatility than

first-generation compounds produced under low NOx , these
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Figure 5. The effect of peroxy-radical branching on the aged sec-

ondary organic aerosol concentration, COM, after 10 h of oxidation

by 107 OH cm−3. As in Fig. 4 the x axis is the branching ratio for

RO2 reaction (β), where β = 1 corresponds to the low-NOx con-

ditions dominated by RO2+HO2 and β = 0 corresponds to high-

NOx conditions dominated by RO2+NO. The y axis is the ratio of

COM at a given value of β to the low-NOx value. Each curve rep-

resents a different amount of oxidized precursor, spanning 5 orders

of magnitude from 102 to 106 µg m−3.

compounds are still LVOCs and SVOCs, and they partition

into the aerosol phase. In addition, the organonitrate group

contributes significant mass to the aerosol phase, resulting in

the > 1 high-NOx to low-NOx organic mass ratio. Depend-

ing on the volatility of the organic precursor, it is therefore

possible for the presence of NOx to increase or decrease the

total first-generation aerosol mass.

As these first-generation products undergo multi-

generational chemistry, becoming a more complex mix of

organics, the stark differences between the mass loadings

under first-generation chemistry are dampened. Figure 5

shows the comparison between different β and different

initial mass loadings with respect to the low-NOx (β = 1)

case, after 10 h of OH aging. This corresponds to the end

of the time period in Fig. 2. While higher loadings continue

to produce more aerosol mass, an increase in NOx now

consistently produces lower mass. This comes from the

tendency to cleave the nitrate group during fragmentation,

decreasing the effect of the nitrate group on overall mass.

In addition, the probability of fragmentation increases as

functionalization continues throughout the course of aging,

contributing to the loss of organonitrates and the loss of

aerosol mass to the vapor phase.

The distribution of suspended mass throughout the VBS

also changes over the course of OH aging. Figure 6 shows

the distribution of mass in the 2D-VBS for the organoni-

trate layer (Fig. 6a) and the non-nitrate (Fig. 6b) after 10 h

of OH aging. This corresponds to the end points of the “OM

of organonitrates” and “OM of non-nitrates” lines in Fig. 2.
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Figure 6. The distribution of mass is plotted over the 2D-VBS space

for multi-generation products, after 10 h of OH aging of 100 µg m−3

α-pinene+ ozone at β = 0.15. (a) The 1N layer, where the mass

of products is highest in the moderately oxidized and semi-volatile

ranges. (b) The 0N layer, where the mass is highly oxidized and

lower in volatility.

The organonitrate concentration is fairly small, and they are

only moderately oxidized, while the non-nitrate organics are

highly oxidized. Each cell of the organonitrate layer, with

higher mass yet lower carbon numbers, is slower to react

compared to the corresponding cell in the non-nitrate layer.

However, as the organonitrates undergo repeated functional-

ization, fragmentation of the products becomes more prefer-

able, leaving behind less oxidized material in the organon-

itrate layer. Fragmentation of these highly functionalized

organonitrates cleaves the nitrate group, resulting in highly

oxidized non-nitrate organics. As a result, the organonitrate

layer tends to be less oxidized and semi-volatile, while non-

nitrates are highly oxidized.

4 Conclusions

We have added a layer to the 2D-VBS to account for

organonitrates. In addition, we have developed a module to

treat the formation and aging of organonitrates under high-

NOx conditions, and we released a complete implementation

of this code in MATLAB.

There are relatively few experimental constraints on the

behavior of organonitrates in SOA, especially for multi-

generational aging. Unknowns include differences between

homogeneous and heterogeneous oxidation and the fate of

nitrates after fragmentation. As a simplification we have as-

sumed that homogeneous and heterogeneous product dis-

tributions are the same and that fragmentation breaks the

weakest bond in the organonitrate, assumed to be the O–

NO2 bond. However, it is certain that semi-volatile products

(nitrates and non-nitrates alike) will react relatively rapidly

in the gas phase and consequently that any first-generation

semi-volatile products will not be long lived in the atmo-

sphere.

We explored the aging chemistry of SOA under con-

ditions typical of chamber experiments. During multi-

generational aging under high-NOx conditions, the contribu-

tion of organonitrates to organic mass is similar to non-nitrate

organics. This contribution of organonitrates to aerosol mass

can be large even though the actual nitrate (-ONO2) mass

is low, because the N : C of condensed-phase organonitrates

can be low. We also reproduced the enhancement of aerosol

production in the presence of NOx , under conditions such as

high mass loadings or low-volatility precursors. This showed

that the VBS is capable of accounting for these effects on ex-

tensive organic chemistry and emphasized the important role

that NOx plays as part of the aging process.

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/acp-16-123-2016-supplement.
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